Map No 2

Direction of walk on map Top/Bottom

1.

Continue with care over road, and thro’ gate into field, with hedge on left follow
farm track and after 100m go thro’ hedge gap (W aymark on large tree).
Continue forward with hedge on right across field.

2.

At the end of this field, go forward thro’ hedge gap, pass larger gap on right to
continue forward with hedge on right to reach footbridge. Then thro’ gate in
corner.

3.

Bear left, and continue forward, passing pool close on your right.
forward across field aiming for corner of field.

4.

At this point turn sharp Left to leave “Heart of England W ay” and keep
fence/hedge on right, forward to go through a kissing gate just off the field
corner.

5.

Continue hedge on right, row of trees on left to exit in right hand corner, thro’
kissing gate and on to drive Turn Right.

6.

Forward down drive to road, with care turn Rig ht and in a short distance turn
Left and go down Benton Green Lane until you reach Benton G reen F armhouse,
turn Right along lane opposite.

7.

After approx. 50m turn Left at W MP, thro’ hedge, and with hedge on left bear
Right (W MP) then to and over a low stile (W MP) into field. Bear slightly left and
with hedge on left continue to outward hedge corner with finger post.

8.

Cross open field, aiming for another ‘outward’ hedge corner just left and in front
of pylon. Continue forward with hedge on right under overhead power lines to
field corner.

9.

Go thro’ kissing gate, over bridge, turn left, and with hedge on left continue
forward to next field corner.

Continue

10. Thro’ a kissing gate, across boardwalk, then turn Left and keep hedge on left to
go thro’ another kissing gate. Forward with fence on right, (thro’ a wet section)
to reach and cross a ditch by way of a long sleeper bridge thro’ gap in hedge.
11. Across next open field (leave hedge curving away to left) to a kissing gate, but
do not go thro’, turn Rig ht and with hedge on left continue to go thro’ gates &
over a footbridge at field corner.
12. Forward, hedge left and fence right, along enclosed path to go thro’ gates &
another footbridge in field corner. Thro’ kissing gate. Cross track then thro’
kissing gate. Thro’ field with fence left to exit via kissing gate. Veer left to
concrete bridge & thro’ kissing gate (or open field gate).
13. Forward along track to keep right of garden boundary and exit through a k/g then
a stile to the road (Spencer’s Lane).
14. With care, Turn Left and then Right along Truggist Lane, fork Left into
Hodgett’s Lane.
Total distance now covered: 3.3 miles.

